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Resources for Courses
Control the Child

Overview
It could be argued that the way the government tries to control the population, by
encouraging and discouraging certain activities, is rather like the way in which a 
parent might try to control a child.

For instance:

Legislation Setting rules

Imprisonment Grounding

Fines Reducing pocket money

Providing information Using examples from experience, educating

Subsidising Helping towards payment

State Provision Buying things for my children

For example, if a parent does not want their daughter to smoke, what might they 
do to prevent this? They might provide her with plenty of information as to why she
shouldn’t partake in these activities. If she continues to smoke the parents might ban
her from smoking in the house and also reduce her pocket money in order to prevent
her from buying them.

How does the Government try to prevent its citizens from smoking drinking and 
taking drugs? Well, it provides us with information, legislates against it, setting age
limits and laws to try to prevent excessive consumption, and places large levies on
alcohol and tobacco products to try to discourage consumption, something akin to
what I am putting into place.Sa
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Does this work?
In some cases, yes, in others, no and the combination of controls will probably vary
for each individual, but parents may only really get one chance to get it right for each
child. The Government, however, can play the percentage game.

Bringing up children is not all about steering your child away from negativity, much
as the Government also wants us to do positive things with our lives. For example:
A parent might see education as quite important in a child’s life and as such, try their
best to ensure that their son takes advantage of the best education available to him
and embraces it. The parents will insist that he goes to school, as will the Government.
They will monitor his progress carefully, as will his schools. They will encourage him
to work hard, as will his teachers, and the parents will provide information as to the
positive future that will ensue from his hard work, as will Government initiatives.

So, all in all, a parent is like a child’s Government(!), trying to persuade them to make
the correct decisions, in their own best interests.

Resources Needed:
• A set of scenario cards that depict situations that parents may want to control
• A set of solution cards
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SCENARIO CARD

DRUGS

SCENARIO CARD

Smoking/Drinking
SCENARIO CARD

TV / games console

SCENARIO CARD

eating sweets / junk food
SCENARIO CARD

reading

SCENARIO CARD

Taking Exercise
SCENARIO CARD

using good manners

SCENARIO CARD
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Solution CARD

setting rules

Solution CARD

Providing information
Solution CARD

Grounding

Solution CARD

helping to pay
Solution CARD

confiscation

Solution CARD

fully funding a purchase
Solution CARD

increase / decrease pocket money

Solution CARD
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Teacher Instructions
Ideally this should be done as an introduction to Government Intervention in cases 
of externalities, but can also be used as a revision activity or to show understanding
of the topic.

Give each group (ideally of three or four) a set of each cards and ask them to 
“Control The Child”. The groups have to determine, using the scenarios, which are
the best methods of promoting or discouraging activities for the child.

It might be best not to mention that they can use more than one intervention, and
see if they arrive at this conclusion themselves.

They will probably come up with different solutions, based on their own experiences
of how their parents have dealt with them regarding these scenarios, but this then
leads to an excellent discussion point of why a “one size fits all” solution may not 
be appropriate.

Towards the end of the lesson, the teacher can then link the solutions that parents
impose into how governments deal with externalities, and hopefully the students 
will become more able to link these solutions to their actual experiences.
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